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This month, Paris will be artistic, romantic, daring and spectacular, the Summer is on, and so is the City!
And if you don’t believe us, just see our recommendations…
Exhibition
The Velvet Underground
New York Extravaganza

Summer Spot
The Flow

From the street to the heights of New York society,
from the world of popular music to that of cinema,
painting and literature, this exposition traces the history
of the Velvet Underground. A group that, fifty years
after the original members first met, remains one of the
most modern and mysterious groups in the history of
rock!
Philharmonie de Paris, until August 21st 2016

A striking new floating complex, Le Flow is anchored
next to the Alexandre III bridge on the Left Bank. With
a show space highlighting unique musical acts, a sun
drenched rooftop and a restaurant with menu from
Michelin starred chef Gérard Cagna, this is one of the
hottest tickets in town.
Flow, 4 Port des Invalides 75007 Paris

Sunday Ice Roll
Every Sunday our brunch includes Ice Roll, an innovative « made before your eyes »
ice cream concept. This genius concept is also available in our Bar 8.

Discover our hotel
My Paris for the Kids
The Tuileries Fun Faire
This perennial children’s fun park
delights all ages, from the giant
Ferris wheel and ice palace, to
various trampolines and toboggans , go
before they close for the summer at the
end of August.

Mandarin Oriental, Paris
In our lobby is a unique,
one of a kind sculpture
from French sculptor
Nathalie Decoster.
Her theme is always the
same: the Human
Condition: man against
time, Man and Nature,
philosophical thoughts.
For Mandarin Oriental,
Paris the artist created
“Air”, a symbol of fragile
liberty, suspended by a
golden thread.
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